
I BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Office Correspondence Date October 31, 1963
To Chairman Martin Subject:

From Mr. Young

The enclosed memorandum is intended to be along the

lines of your request. It tries to be fair and at the same

time critical. But you may want it retailored in some respects.

Since the "news" was in circulation via press sources yesterday,

Jack helped in its preparation. He will be glad to take over

any redesigning that you might want.

The only copies in existence are the two enclosed.

I will call you on Monday or Tuesday following the

WP-3 discussion, or if anything of importance comes up which

should be passed along promptly.
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Professor Harris is 66 years old. He was born in New York

City. He did both his undergraduate and graduate work at Harvard

University and has been connected with that institution with minor

interruptions all of his life. He is retiring this year, after many

years of service, which include long terms as Professor of Economics

(since 1945, including several years as Chairman of the Economics De-

partment), editor (since 1943) of the "Review of Economic and Statistics,"

and associate editor (since 1947) of the "Quarterly Journal of Economics."

Professor Harris has displayed a strong institutional loyalty to Harvard

and has worked energetically to maintain the distinction and quality

of its Economics Department--to hold good men in teaching, to improve

academic pay, and to promote opportunities for publication of the

results of economic research.

He is generally regarded with affection and obligation by the

graduate students who have worked under his direction. Despite his

varied outside and publication interests, he has always had the repu-

tation of making time in his schedule to confer with graduate students

assigned to him—reading the drafts of papers they submitted and giving

them the benefit of such criticisms and suggestions as he might have.

This high regard appears to extend to students who have not been gen-

erally in agreement with him, as well as those who have subscribed

to the lines of economic thinking he has advocated. One would have

to be very biased indeed not to conclude that Harvard University has

benefited tremendously from his devotion, loyalty and energy over

the term of his service at that institution.
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Professor Harris's reputation as an original scholar is not

so clear. He is not associated with any major advance in economic

thinking or analysis. While he is a facile writer and has been a pro-

lific contributor to the literature, there is no particular development

in professional thought that is identified with his name. Despite the

impressive documentation and attention to detail, it is interesting

that his "Twenty Years of Federal Reserve Policy" did not add much either

to understanding of or subsequent restructuring of the Federal Reserve

System or its policy processes.

In many of his publication efforts he has served more as an

editor, collector and publicist of the ideas and contributions of other

economic writers, than an original author or contributor to books with

which his name is associated. A number of his own books are directed

to current issues of national economic policy and so are of transient

rather than lasting professional interest.

Throughout most of his career he has been outspoken on public

issues, and is an eager writer of "Letters to the Editor." This has

led him down some strange paths on occasion. For example, in his zeal

to be helpful to his adopted New England, he associated himself for a

time with a group which advocated higher protective tariffs—a position

that reflected very adversely for a time on his prestige among academic

economists. He has also associated himself rather enthusiastically

with the group of economists sometimes called the neo-Keynesians,

who have argued that deficit spending by Government can be used to

correct almost any short-fall in aggregate demand and
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that, therefore, unemployment and underutilization of resources can

always be corrected by "enlightened" fiscal policy. Like many of his

colleagues in this camp, he has argued for some time that monetary policy

was relatively unimportant and impotent.

In more recent years he has shifted his position somewhat and

has emphasized the strong negative role that monetary policy can play

in holding the economy below optimum levels of output and employment.

Like most of his compatriots he has tended, over the years, to be-

little the importance of inflation as a threat to the American economy

and has argued that "some" inflation is tolerable and perhaps even

necessary to achieve socially acceptable levels of employment. Thus,

he has been critical of, at least unsympathetic to, Federal Reserve

policies that were directed toward limiting inflationary pressures

and arresting the long-term inflationary trends. This applies parti-

cularly to the policies pursued by the Federal Reserve in the latter

fifties.

While not closely identified with politics in the narrow

sense, Professor Harris has made no secret of his strong preference

for the Democratic Party and he was, and is, highly critical of the

Eisenhower administration and almost gushing in his praise of the

present administration. In fact, both in his role as Chairman of

the Treasury consultants1 group and In his writings and speeches,

he has often appeared to be a sort of "official" apologist to the
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academic fraternity for the administration, undertaking to explain why

political obstacles have prevented the use of a more active fiscal

policy and even, on occasion, defending the moves toward lesser ease

taken by the Federal Reserve, with the approval of the administration.

On some occasions he has pressed his defense of administration policies

to such extremes that it would appear more of an embarrassment than

a help to policy objectives.

Certainly, one would have to conclude that Professor Harris's

record of participation in public affairs does not match his really

distinguished career as an educator. His positions on issues have

sometimes been contradictory, and sometimes doctrinaire. His record

suggests strong loyalties to ideas, individuals and institutions with

which he regards himself as being associated. There seems little

question but that these loyalties currently run to the group of public

policy advisers who would emphasize the role of stimulative fiscal

policy, and who are skeptical of flexible monetary policy, for stabili-

zation objectives.
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PERIODICAL ARTICLES BY SEYMOUR HARRIS

The Federal Reserve Act and Federal Reserve p o l i c i e s . Quarterly Journal of
Economics, v.45:371-408, May 1931.

Banking and Currency l e g i s l a t i o n , 1932. Quarterly Journal of Economics, v .46:
546-57, May 1932.

The gold standard. The American Scholar, May 1933. pp. 30l-311.

New gold p o l i c i e s . Harvard Alumni Bu l l e t i n . November 10, 1933.

The economic leg i s la t ion of the 73rd Congress (1s t Session), 1933. Economic
Journal , v .43:6l8-51, December 1933.

A year of banking and monetary pol icy. Review of Economics and S t a t i s t i c s ,
v.16:72-79, Apri1 1934.

Br i t i sh and American exchange p o l i c i e s , P t . I - I I . Q u a r t e r l y Journal of
Economics, v.48:471-510; 686-726, May, August 1934.

Commodity pr ices and public expenditures. Review of Economic and S t a t i s t i c s .
v.17:38-44, February 1935.

Professor Pigon's theory of unemployment. Quarterly Journal of Economics,
v.49:286-324, February 1935.

and Smith, D.T. The balance of payments of 193r and the in t e rna t iona l
economic pos i t ion of the United S t a t e s . Review of Economics and
S t a t i s t i c s , v.17 ( p t . 2 ) ; 28-33, May 1935.

The commercial theory of c r e d i t , R.. Journal of P o l i t i c a l Economy, v.44:
94-105, February 1936.

Gold and the American economy. Review of Economics and S t a t i s t i c s , v.22:1-12,
February 1940.

American gold policy and Allied war economics. Economic Journal , v.50:224-30.
June-September, 1940. The of f ic ia l and unof f ic ia l markets for s t e r l i n g . Quarterly Journal of Economics,
v.54:655-64. August 1940 •

Ex te rna l aspects of a war and a defense economy: the Br i t i sh and American cases .
Review of Economics and S t a t i s t i c s , v.23:8-24, February 1941,

The Br i t i sh White Paper on war finance and nat ional income and expenditure.
Journal of P o l i t i c a l Economy. v.50:27-44, February 1942.

Price control - hemisphere problem. U.S. Foreign and Domestic Commerce Bureau,
Foreign Commerce Weekly. v. 11:12-13, May 15, 1943.
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Subsidies and inflation. American Economic Review, v.33:557-72, September,
1943.

More about price control in the export field. Foreign Commerce Weekly. v.l4:
10-11, March 18, 1944.

The Broader issues of Bretton Woods: a plea for British-American cooperation.
The New Republic. July 31,1944, pp.125-128.

The contributions of Bretton Woods and some unsolved problems. Review of
Economics and Statistics. v.26:175-77, November 1944.

Some aspects of the Murray Full Employment Bill, Review of Economics and
Statistics. v.27:104-06, August 1945•

A one per cent war? American Economic Review, v.35:667-7l, September 1945•

Dollar scarcity: some remarks inspired by Lord Keynes' last article. Economic
Journal, v.57:165-78, June 1947.

Some aspects of the wage problem. Review of Economics and Statistics. v.29:
August 1947.

(Symposium: wage policy) Introduction. Review of Economics and Statistics,
v.29:137-39, August 1947.

(Appraisals of Russian economic statistics.) Introduction. Review of Economics
and Statistics, v.29 :213-14, November 1947.

New England's decline in the American economy. Harvard Business Review, v.25:
348-71, No.3, 1947•

Cost of the Marshall plan to the United States. Journal of Finance.v.3, No.l:
1-15, February 1948.

(Ten economists on the inflation) Introduction. Review of Economics and
Statistics. v.30;l-3, February 1948.

(How to manage the national debt.) Introduction. Review of Economics and
Statistics. v. 31:15-17, February 1949.

The inflationary process in theory and recent history. Review of ECONOMICS and
Statistics, v.31:200-10, August 1949.

The January 1949 Economic report of the President: introduction, Review of
Economics and Statistics, v.31:165-66, August 1949.

Effectiveness and coordination of monetary, credit, and fiscal policies.
Metroeconomica. v.l:90-104, October 1949.

(Comments on the steel report.) Introductory remarks. Review of Economics and
Statistics, v.31:280-82, November 1949.
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Devaluation of the pound sterling. Harvard Business Review, v.27:78l-90,
November 1949•

(Productivity and wages) Introduction. Review of Economics and Statistics.
v.31:292m November 1949.

(How much employment?) Intorduction [Introduction]. Review of Economics and Statistics,
v.32:49 February 1950.

Are we facing dollar devaluation? Dun's Review. v.58:22-24, 52, 54-56, 58,
May 1950.

Some aspects of foreign aid and development. Economia Internationale. v.3:
669-89, August 1950.

Major economic problems of mobilization. Harvard Business Review, v.29, no,2:
29-36, March 1951.

(Mew directions for labor market research.) Comment• Industrial and Labor
Relations Review, v.4:412-13, April 1951.

The British health experiment: the first two years of the National Health
Service. American Economic Review, Supp., v.41:652-66, May 1951.

(Professor Joseph A. Schumpeter,) Introductory remarks. Review of Economics
and Statistics, v.33591-97, May 1951.

(The controversy over monetary policy.) Introductory remarks. Summary and
comments. Review of Economic and Statistics, v.33:l79-84; 198-200,
August 1951.

Economics of higher education, American Economic Review, v.43:344-57, June
1953.

Fabianism revisited: appraisals of New Fabian essays. R. Introduction.
Review of Economics and Statistics, v.35:199-200, August 1953.

Interregional competition: with particular reference to North-South competition.
American Economic Review, Supp. v.44:367-90, May 1954.

(A symposium on the Economic report of the President and related documents.)
Introduction. Review of Economics and Statistics, v.36:249-51, August 1954.

(Some psychological aspects of mathematics and economies.) A postscript by the
editor. Review of Economics and Statistics, v.36:382-86, November 1954•

Economics of the guaranteed wage. (G.W.) Industrial Relations Research
Association. Proceedings. v.7: 164-85, December 1954.

What every economist should know about health and medicine: comment, American
Economic Review. v.44:922-28, December 1954.

The economics of Eisenhower: a symposium. I. Review of Economics and Statistics,
v.38:357-65, November 1956.
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The economics of Governor Stevenson's program paper: Where i s the money coming
from? Ed i to r ' s note . Review of Economics and S t a t i s t i c s , v.39:134-36,

May 1957.

The 1957 invest igat ion of the f inancia l condition of the United S ta t e s .
Economic Journal . v.68:60-73, March 1958•

(and others) Brief comments on the recession. Review of Economics and
S t a t i s t i c s , v.40:309-18, November 1958.

- (Further comments.) Review of Economics and S t a t i s t i c s . v.41;190-91,
May 1959.

chairman. Round table on the organization and financing of economic research.
American Economic Review, Supp. v.49:559-80, May 1959.
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PERIODICAL ARTICLES BY SEYMOUR HARRIS

Addenda for page 4

Wanted: an economic program: objective of economic life is not balancing
the budget. New Leader, v.43:9, May 30, 1960.

Economics of the Kennedy administration. IPA Review (institute of Public
Affairs, Melbourne), V.15:27-32, January-March 1961.
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BOOKS WRITTEN A N D EDITED BY SEYMOUR E. HARRIS.

American business creed, (With Francis X. Sutton, Carl Kaysen
and James Tobin)
Harvard University Press, 1956• 414 p.

American economic history. (Editor)
McGraw-Hill, 1961. 560 p.

The assignats.
Harvard University Press, 1930. 293 p.

The dollar in crisis. (Editor)
Harcourt, Brace and World, 1961. 309 p.

Economic planning: the plans of fourteen countries with analyses of the plans,
Knopf, 1949. 577 p.

Economic problems of Latin America. (Editor)
McGraw-Hill, 1944. 465 p.

Economic recontruction [reconstruction]. (Editor)
McGraw-Hill, 1945. 424 p.

The economics of America at war. (Contains material originally
published in 1941 under title "Economics of American defense," revised
and with much new material added.)
Norton, 1945. 418 p.

Economics of mobilization and inflation.
Norton, 1951. 308 p.

The economics of New England; case study of an older area.
Harvard University Press, 1952. 317 p.

Economics of social security: the relation of the American program to
consumption, savings, output, and finance.
McGraw-Hill, 1941. 455 p.

The economics of the political parties, with special attention to
presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy.
Macmillan, 1962. 382 p.

European recovery program.
Harvard University Press, 1948. 309 p.

Exchange depreciation, its theory and its history, l931-35, with some
consideration of related domestic policies.
Harvard University Press, 1926. 516 p.

Foreign aid and our economy.
Public Affairs Institute, 1950. 75 p.
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BOOKS WRITTEN AND EDITED BY SEYMOUR E. HARRIS.

Foreign economic policy for the United States. (Editor)
Harvard University Press, 1948. 490 p.

Higher education in the United States: the economic problems. (Editor)
Harvard University Press, 1360. 252 p.

Higher education: resources and finance.
McGraw-Hill, 1362. 713 p.

How shall we pay for education? Approaches to the economics of education.
Harper, 1948. 214 p.

Inflation and anti-inflationary policies of American states. (Point 1
of the Agenda of the Second Extraordinary Meeting of the Inter-American
Economic and Social Council.)
Pan American Union, 1951. 143 p. (mimeo.)

Inflation and the American economy.
McGraw-Hill, 1945. 559 p.

International and interregional economics.
McGraw-Hill, 1957. 564 p.

John Maynard Keynes, economist and policy maker.
Scribner, 1955. 234 p.

Monetary problems of the British empire.
Macmillan, 1931. 569 p.

More resources for education.
Harper, 1960. 86 p.

The national debt and the new economics.
McGraw-Hill, 1947. 286 p.

The new economics: Keynes' influence on theory and public policy. (Editor)
Knopf, 1947. 686 p.

Postwar economic problems. (Editor)
McGraw-Hill, 1943. 417 p.

Price and related controls in the United states.
McGraw-Hill, 1945. 392 p.

Public policy: 1956, 1958, and 1959-60. (Yearbooks of the Graduate School
of Public Administration, Harvard University, edited by Carl J. Friedrich
and Seymour E. Harris.)
Harvard University Press.
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BOOKS WRITTEN AND EDITED BY SEYMOUR E. HARRIS.

Saving American capitalism, a liberal economic program. (Editor)
Knopf, 1948. 373.

Schumpeter, social scientist. (Editor)
Harvard University Press, 1951, 142 p.

Problems in price control: stabilization subsidies. Part I. Stabilization
subsidies, 1942-46, by Seymour L. Harris.
Government Printing Office, 1948 (for the Office of Temporary Controls)

Twenty years of Federal Reserve policy, including an extended discussion
of the monetary crisis, 1927-1933.
Harvard University Press, 1935. 2 v.

To be published December 19C3 by Macmillan:
Economics of American medicine.

Addendum:
New England textiles and the New England economy: report by the New

England Governors' Textile Committee to the Conference of New England
Governors, and detailed analysis, by Seymour E. Harris, 51 p.
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